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Chapter Objectives

After studying this chapter you should be able to:

– Construct Activity Diagrams
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Activity Diagrams

• The purpose of the activity diagram is to model the procedural 

flow of actions that are part of a larger activity. In projects in 

which use cases are present, activity diagrams can model a 

specific use case at a more detailed level. However, activity 

diagrams can be used independently of use cases for modeling a 

business-level function.

• Because it models procedural flow, the activity diagram focuses 

on the action sequence of execution and the conditions that trigger 

or guard those actions.
[From Rational Edge: The Activity Diagram]
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Activity Diagram (Cont’d)

• Shows a procedural flow for a process

• Useful for workflow modeling

• Supports parallel behavior for multithreaded 

programming
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Starting and Stopping

• The solid circle indicates the beginning of the sequence 

of activities.

• The circle with an X represents an end of a "flow" but 

not the end of the entire use case. In other words, some 

subtask completes, but the entire use case is not yet 

complete.

• The "target" indicates that the entire use case is 

complete.
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Sub-Activity

• The "rake" symbol indicates that the "activity" is 

complex enough to merit its own activity diagram. In 

use-case analysis, this is a "subcase"---a stand-alone 

activity that occurs in more than one use case but is not 

large enough to be a use case in its own right.
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Synchronization

• Used either when several activities can go on in parallel 

or when the order in which a set of activities execute is 

immaterial. The heavy bar at the top is a fork. After the 

fork, all activities can (but are not required to) go on in 

parallel. Progress cannot continue past the bar on the 

bottom (the join) until all the activities that feed into the 

join complete.
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Decision

• A decision activity, the guard (tests) labels the decision 

that was made. The diamond with outgoing arrows (the 

branch) specifies an OR operation, with a condition 

imposed by the guard. The diamond with incoming 

arrows (a merge) simply provides an end to the OR 

operation. A merge can occur without an associated 

branch if the diagram has multiple start states.
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Swim Lanes

• Activities are arranged into vertical or horizontal zones 

delimited with lines. Each zone represents a broad area 

of responsibility, typically implemented by a set of 

classes or objects. For example, the swim lane labeled 

accounting could represent objects of several classes 

(Bookkeeper, Clerk, MailRoom, Accountant) working in 

concert to perform the single "cut paycheck“ activity.
[From Holub Associates: UML Reference Card]
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Activity Diagram Example


